Folsom Cordova Unified School District
Community Heritage Language Programs
Success: Sixteen years ago, a new Ukrainian religious refugee community began to have classes in a
church. Fifteen years ago, Folsom Cordova Unified School District recognized their need and also the
potential advantages that could come from a mutually beneficial community-school project, and offered to
provide classroom space and help with materials if the community could identify twenty students and an
effective teacher. The Ukrainian model then expanded to Russian and Armenian schools and six years ago,
to the Spanish-speaking community, just as that group began to settle in the area in large numbers. Funding
support has waxed and waned over time, with the greatest developmental support coming from six years’ of
refugee grant funding. Parents now contribute about $50,000 per year to share the costs of the program,
demonstrating how important the program is to them. (In fact, we have parents who drive a considerable
distance to participate—one boy came from Modesto for 32 Saturdays a year for 8 years—with no
absences!) Data from last year suggest that the program is also important for the regular school success of
participants—for example, among the Spanish students, 22% of those who attended Saturday School
improved one or more levels on the state testing (California Standards Test, English Language Arts),
compared to only 7% of those who did not attend.
Innovative/Exemplary Program: The Ukrainian, Russian, Armenian, and Spanish Saturday Schools are
unlike any others in several respects. Children do not have to be residents of the district, so that as families
move for jobs or better housing the children can continue in the program. The program is organized by
native educators who also work in public schools, creating a high-standards, accountable curriculum with
impressive outcomes. Students may elect to take the New York University exam after the 8th level, and earn
college credits for foreign language proficiency (thus far more than 60 Ukrainians have earned 12 college
credits). In most cases, local districts use the completion letter to excuse students from their high school
foreign language requirement for graduation. The schools are different from each other, to meet the needs
of the differing populations; for example, the Spanish kids use the Spanish version of the regular reading
program, so that children preview the vocabulary and concepts of the upcoming stories. Staff have
developed an adjunct program for recently-arrived Russian-speaking refugee high schoolers, in which they

learn (through Russian and English) about 1,300 of the most frequently used vocabulary in high school and
college materials, again, in Saturday classes.
Sustainable: Although the program has had short-term refugee grant assistance, it is now supported by
district categorical funds and parent donations, and is a joint venture. If the district funding were to dry up,
the community would need to make a decision about whether parent fees could support the entire cost of
the program. The framework of the programs—32 lesson plans for up to 8 levels, assessments, and custom
materials are available for reproduction, reducing the costs for continuation of the program.
Connection to District Vision: Working with the parent community connects to the visions of the state,
county, and district in that strong student engagement and performance is tied to the degree of involvement
of parents in children’s educational experiences. In this case, the district has identified areas in which the
parent community is better prepared to offer important services and both facilitates and supports such
efforts. While the curriculum for each of the four schools is tailored, there is greater and greater
correspondence between what is selected for study and what is important to know for the California State
Standards. For example, the 8th level Ukrainian literature selections book has a glossary that explains and
highlights the concepts of personification, plot, and character, concepts that students need to know for
success in the mainstream language arts programs. Selections chosen for 2nd level reading in Ukrainian
contain passages that align with 3rd grade science concepts. Beginning readers learn to read words in the
primary language that are translations of the high frequency vocabulary needed for understanding English
text. Support from the district is evident in choices made; for example, Economic Impact Aid and Title 3
Immigrant funding is used to support the coordination of the program even though many of the students
who attend are not district residents. We understand that much of the success of the programs is due to the
“village gathering” concept—that people will travel some distance to regularly meet with others who share
a similar background and interests. Without the village, our district’s families and students would not have
the program available to them.
Communication with Stakeholders: Because this in a true partnership between the various immigrant
communities and the district, communication is a necessary central component to its actual operation. For
example, Russian radio may mention the program, or interested parents may stop one of the instructors at

church or in the grocery store. Program instructors are also on the district payroll as regular or variable
employees and the program coordinators are district employees. This makes communication about the
sharing of classroom space—the largest hurdle to the program’s success—easier and more effective. As in
any true collaboration, there is sacrifice and benefit for both sides. The wider community seems to learn
about the program from thin air; we’re not sure how the word about the Ukrainian school reaches Canada
or Pennsylvania or South Dakota, or Australia, or the Ukraine. What we do know is that Nadia Kalinyuk,
the program coordinator, will receive a letter or phone call or email asking for information or assistance.
Meets needs of all students (underserved populations): To respond appropriately to ALL populations,
the district has to understand the needs and motivations of EACH population. This programs are open to all
but is based on and responds to the needs that uniquely characterize the different immigrant populations.
This results in a powerful message that is important to success in this country: “we’ll help you help
yourselves.”
Replicability: The Ukrainian program has 8 levels and typically enrolls about 325 students; the Russian 6
levels and 125 students; the Armenian 5 levels and 80 students; the Spanish 6 levels and 125 students. Each
level has 32 lesson plans, with beginning, interim, and final assessments. Materials have been written and
printed for each lesson, and teachers find it easy to teach a 4 hour class and assign homework. While there
is annual revision for each of the lesson plans, the materials are available to any entity that wishes to start a
program. In fact, the Ukrainian curriculum has been used by communities in Pennsylvania, South Dakota,
Washington, Kentucky, and staff have been asked to assist with starting up other Russian programs. The
success of the programs rest on the willingness of parents to devote Saturdays to heritage language school
and to help with homework during the week, to children who are willing to get up early on Saturdays to go
to school to study, to instructors who give up 32 Saturdays a year, and to the host principals and teachers
who are willing to deal with the inconvenience of sharing classrooms. For new language groups, the
curriculum framework and procedures can serve as the basis for developing lessons and materials in other
languages.
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